
Week 5: Power ELA Answers 
 

  
Day 1:  
Answering the 
questions for: 
My Name: 

1. What were some of the actions people wanted to do if they had a 
superpower?   

 
Answers will vary—but in general—people who wanted to fly,  
--wanted to fly around for convenience (to check on friends, to go to 
appointments, to fly for pleasure (go to Paris, etc) and people who 
wanted to be invisible would use it to steal things, to watch people 
without their knowledge and to listen in on people without their 
knowledge.  

 
2. What reason did most people for not becoming crime fighters? 
 

Most people wanted to use their powers only for their own benefit. 
Additionally, almost everyone thought that it would not be enough to 
have only one superpower if you were fighting crime or evil and they 
did not want to take the risk of being hurt or killed.    

 
 
3. Did John Hodgman find that people were satisfied with the superpower 

they chose?  How do you know?   
 

Most people he talked to would NOT have been satisfied with their 
superpower—as they thought about it, they wanted more powers, or 
thought about the negative aspects of having a super-power (not being 
able to tell others, turning to a life of crime).  

 
 
4. According to Hodgman, what are the five stages of choosing your 

superpower?  
 

Stage one:  gut reaction—your first instinct of what you might want to 
do. 
Stage two:  practical consideration:  you start thinking about how you 
might use the super-power in your life on a regular basis. 
Stage three:  philosophical reconsideration—when you start wondering 
if the super-power is a good thing or not.   
Stage four: Recrimination—you start wondering if you are using your 
powers for good or not and blaming yourself.  
Stage 5:  Acceptance—deciding again on your superpower.  

 
 
5.  Hodgman’s friend Christine says that “A person who chooses to fly has 

nothing to hide.  A person who chooses to be invisible wants clearly to 
hide themselves.”  Do you agree?  Why or why not?   

 
     Answers will Vary.  
 
 



Day 1:  Writing: 
 Answers will vary.  But if students struggle with brainstorming—ask them 

to think of a problem or issue from their community, the nation or the world 
first…then to develop a character that would deal with the issue.  From 
there, they can think of the superpowers that the character would have in 
order to solve the problem/issue.   

 

Day 2  
Answering 
questions for  

Bird, Plane or 
SuperMensch? 
Jews and 
Superheroes 
Share a Rich 
History 

 
 

1. How did the experience of being the children of immigrants 
influence the creation of superheroes in comic books?   

 
There were several ways in which their immigrant background 
influenced the comic writers.  In one way, it allowed them to 
create a perfect world where they were judged for their own 
merit, not by who their parents were.   
It also played into the idea of the “American Dream” where they 
were living in a very just world where they would be accepted 
where maybe their parents had not been accepted in their 
countries.   

  
 
2.   How do you think this might connect to how the young Jewish 

writers felt during World War II?   
 

Fingeroth states that racist stereotype of the Jew is of someone 
who somehow is simultaneously weak and yet controls the 
world, or significant aspects of it. So one could say that the 
wimpy secret identity was the Jewish creators' ways of saying 
that we're powerful, in an individual sense, not wimps, and 
guided, individually and as a group, by the selfless desire to do 
good. On a larger metaphorical level, it's about the need we all 
have to feel that we are more than the world thinks we are. "If 
only they knew my secret, they'd be sorry for the way they 
treated me!" 

 
   
3.  How do you think that these representations were a way that 

young Jewish  writers and illustrators were able to assert some 
power against the Nazis?   

 
Answers will vary.  But students should consider what was 
happening in the world.  As Hitler’s power was rising, these 
superheroes were able to “fight” against him and beat him at a 
time when Jews were being killed by the Nazis.   

 
 
4.  What theme do most of these comic books illustrate that makes 

them “universal” and something that everyone can relate to?   
 
Popular themes in comic books include fighting against injustice 



or evil, Fighting against abuse of power, having someone who 
seems like an “everyday person”—Peter Parker, Clark Kent, 
etc…who are able to rise and fight against very powerful 
opponents. These themes are universal because the abuse of 
power and injustice are issues that occur across the world  

 
 
5.  Is there a superhero that you find inspiring?   If yes, which one 

and why?  If not, name one that you cannot relate to and explain 
why.   
 

      Answers will vary 
Day 2: Creating 
their own 
superhero 

Students can build on their character from yesterday or create a new one.   
Answers will vary.  The most important thing is that they think about what 
kind of issues or problems the superhero will solve.   

 
Day 3: 
Answering the 
Questions to 
They Dance 
Alone Article:  

1. Why did the women decide to dance the Cueca Sola in public 
alone?   

 
For the women, it was a way to bring attention to the 
“Desaparecidos” or the disappeared.  People would ask them  
why they were dancing alone, and the fact that they were 
wearing the picture of their loved one was a quiet but effective 
way to bring attention to the violence of the Pinochet regime.  

 
2.  Why did the dance, which was originally a dance of love, come 

to represent Pinochet’s oppression?   
 

Pinochet started to use this cultural dance and incorporate it into 
his military parades so people started to associate it with his 
government instead of as the love dance that it was originally.   

 
3.  What were the squares made of and what did they depict?  
 

 The squares were often made from cloth taken from the clothes 
of the desaparecidos or the disappeared.  The squares often 
depicted the lives of those that had disappeared, the violence 
that was happening, or the dances of the women.   So they were 
also part of the protest.   

 
 
4.  How did Pinochet react to the Arpellistas?   
  

Pinochet outlawed the selling of the cloth squares.  His 
government would also at times arrest and torture the 
Arpellistas.   

 
 



5.  The arpilleras (quilt squares) were sold to tourists and 
internationally.   Pinochet, at one point, confiscated and 
outlawed the selling of these arpilleras. Why do you think he did 
that?  Explain.   

 
He was trying to silence the protestors.  And the fact that they 
were being sold internationally was something he wanted 
stopped so that he would not get INTERNATIONAL attention 
from other countries for what was happening.   

 
 
6.  What was the benefit for the women that a world famous 

musician like Sting decided to release a song that told their 
stories?  
 
This allowed the women to gain international attention for their 
protest and applied pressure to Pinochet’s government against 
what he was doing.  

 
7. Explain how these women were considered “the least 

expected”.  How were they able to use that to fight against 
power and to gain some power for their resistance?   
 
Women are usually not known for being the ones who would 
organize a massive protest against the government.  Students 
might also note that in Latin America the sense of machismo 
might also have allowed these women to at first not be noticed.  

Day 3:  Answer 
the questions 
about song 
“They Dance 
Alone” 
 
 

Why are these women here dancing on 
their own? 
Why is there this sadness in their eyes? 
Why are the soldiers here 
Their faces fixed like stone? 
I can't see what it is they despise 

Who is the author 
describing in this stanza? 
The author is describing the 
women dancing in the 
square and the military 
soldiers who watch them 
with hate for protesting.   

(Chorus) 
Dancing with the missing 
They're dancing with the dead 
They dance with the invisible ones 
Their anguish is unsaid 
They're dancing with their fathers 
They're dancing with their sons 
Dancing with their husbands 
They dance alone 
They dance alone 

 

The only form of protest they're allowed 
I've seen their silent faces, they scream 
so loud 
If they were to speak these words 
They'd go missing, too 

What is the risk that the 
women run by protesting in 
this way? 

The women might be 
arrested and tortured  



Another woman on the torture table 
What else can they do? 
(chorus)   
One day we'll dance on their graves 
One day we'll sing our freedom 
One day we'll laugh in our joy 
And we'll dance 
One day we'll dance on their graves 
One day we'll sing our freedom 
One day we'll laugh in our joy 
And we'll dance 
 

What is the author picturing 
in this stanza? How will the 
dance be different? 
One day the women and 
those who are protesting 
the government will be free 
to dance freely and in joy 
and Pinochet will be gone.   

Hey Mr. Pinochet 
You've sown a bitter crop 
It's foreign money that supports you 
One day the money's going to stop 
No wages for your torturers 
No budget for your guns 
Can you think of your own mother 
Dancing with her invisible son 
 
 

Summarize this stanza.  
Sting is addressing 
Pinochet and telling him 
that what he has been 
doing will come back at him   
He is supported by foreign 
money and when that 
funding starts, what he has 
done to others will happen 
to him.   

(Chorus)  
 

 

One day we'll dance on their graves 
One day we'll sing our freedom 
One day we'll laugh in our joy 
And we'll dance 
One day we'll dance on their graves 
One day we'll sing our freedom 
One day we'll laugh in our joy 
And we'll dance 
And we'll dance 
 

 

Why does the author end 
with repeating this stanza—
what is the tone or attitude 
of the author in this stanza? 
 
The tone at the end is 
hopeful that they will dance 
happily one day.    

Day 4:  Answer 
questions to the 
song “Fight the 
Power”  

1. List two issues that the song is protesting.  Use text evidence 
from the song to explain your answers.  
 
They are protesting racism, but they are also upset about the 
fact that people in their own community do not seem to be 
aware/or care about the system that is oppressing them.  He 
specifically mentions how people like Elvis and John Wayne 
received a lot of praise and were considered legends but they 
don’t see people who look like them (African American) who 
are considered heroes or are on “stamps”.  

 
 



2. In the song, the writer is frustrated with his own community as 
well as the outside society.   What frustrates or angers him 
about his own community?  
They do not seem to “understand the game” or at times care 
about the system that is oppressing them.  He mentions that a 
lot of people might want to sing “Don’t Worry, Be Happy” but he 
refuses to do that, instead, he wants his people to fight the 
power.   
 
 

3. What did he want to communicate about them?  
(Hint, look at the lines that follow.)  
 
 He is upset that these two white men are 
considered legendary while other very talented 
African Americans were overlooked and he 
doesn’t every see heroes that look like him.   

 
 

4. The song was considered an “anthem” and is often described as 
a call to action for their community.  What did Public Enemy want 
their community to do?    

 
Fight against the systems of power that affect African Americans 
in a negative way.     

 
 
 

Day 4: Writing a 
protest song. 

   Answers will vary.  



Day 5:  Answer 

the questions to 

the reading: 3 

Times in 

History When 

Students 

Turned to 

Activism 
 
 

 
 
1. What were the young people in the Greensboro Sit-Ins 

protesting?   
Racial Segregation in the South in general and specifically 
segregation and discrimination at the lunch counters in 
restaurants.  

 
 
2.  Explain the quote by Franklin McCain of the Greensboro Sit-Ins 

when he says, “Once you identify what you want to do, don’t ask 
for the masses to help you, because they won’t come”  

       You can’t wait for other people to fight for you                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
but instead you need to take action yourself.  

 
 
3.  What were college students able to pressure their schools to do 

that began to end the system of Apartheid in South Africa?  
Divestment.  This meant that they were able to pressure their 

colleges to stop investing in different companies in South Africa 
so that  would stop the flow of funds to the government and 
theyou would have to listen to the   

 
4.  How was the response to the Black Lives Matter movement 

different from the way that the public responded to the student 
protestors from Parkland, Florida?  

 The students from Parkland were seen as heroes and brave and 
often times the protestors of the Black Lives Matter Movement 
are considered trouble makers in their own 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Day 1 - Renewable Energy 
 

1. Which of the following is an example of a renewable energy source? 
a. Gasoline 
b. Solar Power 
c. Coal 

 
2. Which of the following best describes renewable energy? 

a. Energy from fossil fuels 
b. Energy that is generated by burning up something 
c. An energy source that is not used up 

 
3. What type of renewable energy comes from building dams on rivers? 

a. Wave and tidal power 
b. Geothermal energy 
c. Hydropower 

 
4. What type of renewable energy comes from tapping heat generated inside the 

Earth? 
a. Geothermal energy 
b. Solar Power 
c. Wind Power 

 
5. What type of renewable energy comes from the power of the ocean? 

a. Biomass Energy 
b. Hydropower 
c. Wave and tidal power 

 
6. What type of renewable energy comes from burning plants? 

a. Geothermal energy 
b. Biomass energy 
c. Hydropower 

 
7. Renewable energy is generally better for the environment as it produces less 

pollution. 
a. TRUE 
b. FALSE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Day 2 - Solar Power 
 

1. Where does solar power get its energy from? 
a. The internal heat of the Earth 
b. From the burning of fossil fuels like coal 
c. The rays of the Sun 

 
2. What kind of solar heating uses no mechanical components to move the heat 

around? 
a. Active 
b. Passive 
c. Electric 

 
3. Which of the following is another name for solar cells? 

a. Voltage cells 
b. Active cells 
c. Photovoltaic cells 

 
4. What particles from the sun help to generate power from solar cells? 

a. Photons 
b. Protons 
c. Electrons 

 
5. Where are the world's largest solar thermal plants located? 

a. China 
b. Texas 
c. California 

 
6. What should help make solar energy a viable energy source in the future? 

a. Longer days 
b. Improved efficiency of solar panels 
c. More energy output from the Sun 

 
7. Solar power is considered a renewable energy source. 

a. TRUE 
b. FALSE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Day 3 - Wind Power 
 

1.  What are large windmills used for generating electricity called? 
a. Energy mills 
b. Wind turbines 
c. Winders 

 
2. Which of the following works the opposite of a wind turbine? 

a. Nuclear power plant 
b. Solar panel 
c. Electric fan 

 
3. Around how long is the typical blade on a wind turbine? 

a. 20 feet 
b. Over 100 feet 
c. 50 feet 

 
4. What US state produces the most energy from wind? 

a. Texas 
b. California 
c. Washington 

 
5. What do we call a large group of wind turbines used to generate electricity? 

a. Wind mill 
b. Wind pack 
c. Wind farm 

 
6. What is a drawback to using wind turbines to generate electricity? 

a. The blades can kill birds 
b. They can cause noise pollution 
c. All of the above 
d. None of the above 

 
7. Wind turbines will continue to generate energy even when there isn't any wind. 

a. TRUE  
b. FALSE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Day 4 - Hydropower 
 

1. Where does hydropower get its energy from? 
a. From the burning of fossil fuels like coal 
b. The internal heat of the Earth 
c. Moving water sources like rivers 

 
2. In a hydropower plant, water flows through a pipe called a _______. 

a. Penstock 
b. Turbine 
c. Generator 

 
3. What type of hydropower plant does not use a dam? 

a. Pumped storage system 
b. Run-of-the-river system 
c. Storage system 

 
4. What type of hydropower plant uses extra electricity at night to move used water 

back into the reservoir? 
a. Run-of-the-river system 
b. Storage system 
c. Pumped storage system 

 
5. What is a disadvantage to the run-of-the-river hydropower system? 

a. It relies on fossil fuels to generate power 
b. The river must remain full and flowing in order to generate electricity 
c. It can destroy the surrounding environment by creating a large lake 

 
6. Where is the largest dam and hydroelectric plant in the world located? 

a. Brazil 
b. China 
c. United States 

 
7. Using rivers to power mechanical devices is a new concept invented in the late 

1900s. 
a. TRUE 
b. FALSE 

 
 

















































Week 5: Social Studies Answers 
 

Day Answers 

1 Oligarchy 
What was the ruling group in South Africa during the Apartheid?  How did they have all 
the power? 
The English and Afrikaans-speaking whites were the dominant and ruling group during 
apartheid.  They had all of the power because they had wealth, education, and virtually all 
other opportunities.  They kept their power by preventing blacks from voting and 
preventing black from having any power. 
 
What group do you think suffered the most under the Apartheid oligarchic government? 
Why? 
Answers may vary, but students should select the black population as suffering the most 
and provide examples as to why. 
 
How do you think things changed after Nelson Mandela became the first black president 
of South Africa? 
Answer may vary.  Students may share that they think things would have changed 
because a black person was in power, or they may feel that despite a black president 
nothing changed. 
 
Does the South African Apartheid remind you of any other historical situations? What 
one(s)? 
Answers may vary.  Students may comment about slavery, civil rights movement, current 
immigration, etc. 
 
Why did the greek philosopher Plato recommend oligarchy? 
Plato believed an oligarchy would organize society in the most efficient and best way 
possible.  He had an idealistic viewpoint that by dividing the population into different 
classes, they would all work together for the common good. 
 
What are two advantages of an oligarchy? 

1. Unlike democracies, rulers in an oligarchy cannot point fingers at other people to 
blame for bad things happening.  As such, there is more incentive for oligarchic 
rulers to develop good policies that help the country 

2. Oligarchies can, in theory, organize society and create a clear structure of classes 
 
What are two disadvantages of an oligarchy? 

1. Oligarchies exclude most people from politics and having any voice in the 
government because they are ruled by a very small group of people. 

2. The oligarchs who rule become dominant by taking over and owning much of the 
country’s economy, which in turn places the rest of the citizens at a disadvantage 

 

2 Dictatorship 
How did Pinochet gain power in Chile? 
Pinochet gained power through a coup, where the president of Chile was overthrown and 
Pinochet took the power.  Pinochet was supported in this coup by the U.S. 



 
What are two things that his dictatorship is remembered by? 

1. Economic reforms: one positive of his rule was that he made economic reforms 
that have continued to help the country 

2. Crimes: most people remember Pinochet as a dictator who rounded up and killed 
many people who spoke out against him and his government 

 
Theocracy 
Based on the reading, do you think the Pharaohs of Egypt were liked or disliked by the 
people? Why? 
Answers may vary.  Students may answer by pointing out that people associated the 
pharaohs with good things that happened, as if he created the positive effects since he 
was considered god.  Egyptians also liked the pharaoh because they believed he 
protected them.  
 
What gives a theocratic ruler, like the Pharaoh power?  Why do people obey theocratic 
leaders? 
God or a religious superpower is what gives theocratic rulers power.  People obey them 
because the people are religious and believe in their god.  Therefore, they trust in what 
the theocratic ruler does or says because he/she is acting on behalf of their god. 
 

3 Democracy 
What type of democracy does the U.S. have? Explain your answer. 
The U.S. has a representative democracy because we vote for representatives (senators 
and congressmen) to vote for us and represent what we want.  Americans do not vote on 
every piece of political legislation, as would be necessary for the U.S. to have a direct 
democracy. 
 
What type of government did the newly formed United States want to move away from? 
What type of government had they revolted against in the American Revolution?  
Students will need to remember back to day one and monarchy.  During the American 
Revolution they were revolting against the king of England and the king’s government. 
The newly formed U.S. did not want to be a monarchy. 
 
What is a potential problem with representative democracy discussed in the article 
above? 
One problem that the article points out is the concern that the representatives who are 
elected end up becoming the ‘elites.’  The representatives don’t always consult or listen 
to the people who voted them into power, and therefore are not actually representing. 
When discussing with students, teachers can also point out that in some ways, a 
representative democracy may become an oligarchy (term from day 2) because the 
government, in the end, is being ruled by a small group of elite “representatives.” 
 
What is the biggest difference between a direct democracy and a representative 
democracy? 
The biggest difference is who votes on all of the new laws.  In a direct democracy all 
citizens vote on all laws.  In a representative democracy some citizense (the 
representatives) vote on all the laws and all citizens elect those representatives. 



 
What type of democracy did the early Greeks have? 
The early greeks had a direct democracy where all citizens would vote on all the new 
laws. 
 
Is a direct democracy always possible?  What may make it difficult to have this type of 
government? 
No, it is not always possible.  Sometimes there are too many citizens and the country is 
just too big for the logistics to be manageable.  For example, the U.S. is too big... for all of 
Americans to vote on every single law would be too cumbersome. 
 

4 Anarchy 
Who has power in an anarchist government?  Nobody has power in anarchy, however, in 
some ways that means that everybody has power because they are all equal.  An 
anarchy does not have any rulers or anybody creating laws that tell people how and what 
they must do.  There is nobody enforcing rules (the people that would ordinarily have 
power in other types of government). 
 
Communism 
Who has the power in a communist government?  
In a communist government, whoever is ruling the government has some power (to 
enforce laws), but the government is designed to make sure all the citizens are equal.  If 
the citizens are equal there are no power struggles between different types of people. 

5 Switzerland 
Direct democracy and representative democracy 
 
South Africa 
Oligarchy and representative democracy 
 
North Korea 
Dictatorship  
 
Saudi Arabia 
Monarchy and Theocracy 
 
Denmark 
Representative democracy and monarchy 
 
Brazil 
Representative democracy 
 

 


